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which is crucial for waste heat harvesting. Here we report on a new membrane-free battery with a nickel hexacynoferrate (NiHCF) cathode and a silver/silver chloride anode.
The system has a temperature coefficient of -0.74 mV K -1 . When the battery is discharged at 15 o C and recharged at 55 o C, a thermal-to-electricity conversion efficiency of 2.6% and 3.5% is achieved with assumed heat recuperation of 50% and 70%. This work opens new opportunities for using membrane-free electrochemical systems to harvest waste heat.
A vast amount of low-grade heat (<100 o C) exists in industrial processes, the environment, biological entities, solar-thermal and geothermal energy. [1] [2] [3] Conversion of this low-grade heat to electricity is difficult due to the distributed nature of these heat sources and the low temperature differential. Different technologies, such as solid-state thermoelectric energy conversion [4] [5] [6] [7] and organic Rankine cycles 1, 8 , are being actively investigated but face their own challenges in energy conversion efficiency, cost, and system complexity. Thermally regenerative electrochemical cycle (TREC) is an alternative approach based on the temperature dependence of cell voltage of electrochemical systems. [9] [10] [11] [12] For a full cell reaction A+B  C+D (discharge), the temperature coefficient  is defined as
where E is the full cell voltage, T is the temperature, n is the number of electrons transferred in the reaction, F is Faraday's constant. ΔG and ΔS are the change of partial molar Gibbs free energy and partial molar entropy in the full cell reaction. [12] [13] [14] If is negative, net electricity can be produced by discharging the cell at low temperature (T L ) and recharging at high temperature (T H ) with lower voltage (Figure 1a) . If is positive, electricity is produced by discharging at T H and recharging at T L . In both cases, the work generated originates from heat absorbed at T H, indicated as entropy increase in the temperature-entropy (T-S) diagram (Figure 1b) . The T-S diagram clearly shows that TREC is an Ericsson cycle with isothermal charge/discharge processes and isobaric heating/cooling processes. The corresponding heat-to-electricity conversion efficiency ()
of TREC can be expressed as
where W is the difference between discharge and charge energy in a cycle. Q H is the heat absorbed at T H . Q HR is the extra energy needed to heat the cell up. is the energy loss due to internal resistance of the cell. ∆ is the entropy change in reaction. ∆ = − .
C p is the heat capacity of the cell. is the heat recuperation efficiency, indicating how much energy rejected in the cooling process can be used for the heating process.
Theoretically can reach 100%, and 50-70% has been proven to be reasonable with experiments 9 . From equation (2) , the theoretical efficiency of TREC is the Carnot limit while practical efficiency is mainly limited by the heat capacity of materials, the heat recuperation efficiency 15 and the internal resistance of the cell. This is in contrary to thermoelectric devices which are mainly limited by transport properties of phonons and electrons.
The concept of TREC was developed a few decades ago and focused on high temperature applications (500 -1500 °C) and showed efficiencies up to 40-50% of the 
where E is the electrode potential, R is the ideal gas constant, and F is the (Table S1 ). The electricity produced in one cycle (W) normalized to the mass of NiHCF can be written as
where Q and ̅ are the specific capacity normalized to the mass of NiHCF and average full cell voltage, respectively. The subscript dis and ch indicate discharge and charge, respectively. CE is the coulombic efficiency, which is defined as / ℎ . From equation (4), we can see that in addition to large specific discharge capacity and voltage gap between discharge and charge, high coulombic efficiency is also important to achieve high energy output and conversion efficiency. ̅ − ̅ ℎ and ̅ − ̅ ℎ / are defined as the apparent and effective voltage gap, respectively, as the latter one directly determines the energy difference between discharge and charge. (2) and procedures discussed in our previous publication 9 , The heat-to-electricity conversion efficiency () was calculated as
where W is the difference between discharge and charge energy in a cycle. is the discharge capacity at T H , is the heat recuperation efficiency, and 50-70% are reasonable 9 . Other parameters are defined as same as those in equation (2) . As W is calculated based on experimentally measured voltage profiles ( Fig. 3b and c) , changes in concentration of K + and Cl -are taken into account. In the process described above, = Based on these values, reaches 1.3%, 2.1% and 2.8% for of 0%, 50% and 70%.
The calculation above is also presented as (Figure 4c ). At 70% heat recuperation,  is 2.2% in the first cycle due to low Coulombic efficiency, and gradually increases to 2.9% after 30 cycles. The following cycles at C/2 shows  of 3.5%
at the beginning and it decreases slowly to 2.9% after 50 cycles. This is because CE is steady in this part and the major fading factor is the decreasing capacity and apparent As thermoelectrics is a major research focus for waste heat harvesting 4, 7 , it would be useful to compare the current work and thermoelectrics (TE). We would like to first point out that there are many differences between these two approaches (TE vs. TREC).
TE is based on transport characteristics, such as thermal and electrical conductivity, while TREC relies on thermodynamic properties, such as heat capacity and temperature In contrast, state-of-the-art TE materials have a ZT of 1-1.5 for temperature below 100 o C 7, 22 . Again, we want to emphasize that there are remarkable differences between the two approaches and readers should keep this in mind to understand the strengths and limits of both approaches.
A possible concern of the NiHCF/AgCl/Ag system is the cost of Ag. An estimation based on the price of Ag and Nafion ion-selective membrane shows that even with high mass loading of Ag (5 mg cm -2 ), the cost is still less than 20% of Nafion membranes. When power density is considered, the cost of Ag electrode per watt is slightly less than half of membrane used in CuHCF//Cu 2+ /Cu system reported before 
Materials Preparation
All chemicals for synthesis of nickel hexacyanoferrate (NiHCF) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. To synthesize NiHCF, 40 mL of 50 mM Ni(NO 3 Figure S1 . The TEM image of as-prepared NiHCF. The typical particle size is 20-30 nm.
Electrochemistry.
All electrochemical measurements were performed using the pouch cell configuration as illustrated in Figure S2a Bio-Logic VSP300 tester. The temperature cycling was done with a home-made thermoelectric-based temperature cycler, which is described in the following section. 
Temperature Cycling
Heating and cooling of the pouch cell was controlled by thermoelectric plates. A 2 mm thick aluminum sheet was placed on each side of the pouch to ensure uniform heating and cooling. Thermopaste (Omega) was applied on all interfaces to ensure good thermal contact. Temperature were measured by thermocouples on both side of the pouch and controlled by labview programs, as illustrated in Figure S3a . The setup and power supply are shown in Figure S3b and c, respectively. 
Efficiency Calculation
The efficiency was calculated based on equation (4) in the main text, which is copied here:
where W is the difference between discharge and charge energy in a cycle. Q H is the heat absorbed at T H (55 o C). Q HR is the extra energy needed to heat the cell up. is the discharge capacity at T H , C p is the heat capacity of the cell. is the heat recuperation efficiency, indicating how much energy rejected in the cooling process can be reused for the next heating process, and 50-70% are reasonable as demonstrated in our previous work. 4 The cycle described in Figure 3b is selected for an example efficiency calculation. 
